Presence-absence based beta diversity defined for pairs of sites may be partitioned 26 into components following two different ways of thinking. Within the framework of 27 Baselga (abbreviated hereafter as BAS), nestedness is crucial and dissimilarity is 28 partitioned into replacement (turnover) and nestedness-resultant fractions. The 29 method proposed by Podani and Schmera (POD), however, places emphasis on the 30 mathematical additivity of components and divides dissimilarity into replacement and 31 richness difference components. A recent comparison by Baselga and Leprieur 32 (2015), on the example of the Jaccard family of indices, emphasizes the independence 33 of replacement component from absolute richness difference and concludes that the 34 replacement function of the BAS framework is the only true measure of species 35 replacement. As a response to this study, we show here that 1) the sacrifice one must 36 make for independence is that the components themselves are scaled differently and 37
are not always comparable ecologically, 2) absolute (raw) replacement and richness 38 difference are not independent, so that independence from the latter cannot be a 39 fundamental criterion that a replacement measure should satisfy, 3) relativization 40 applied in the POD framework is ecologically interpretable, leading to a meaningful 41 conceptualization of species replacement, 4) the BAS and POD methods are linked 42 through a generalized replacement function, 5) both the BAS and POD approaches 43 may produce high correlations with environmental variables, whereas 6) the POD 44 approach offers in many respects more illuminating demonstrations of the underlying 45
Introduction 50
Describing species distribution patterns and underlying mechanisms is at the heart of 51 current biodiversity research. Beta diversity, summarising a wide variety of 52 conceptual and methodological approaches, is a key term for assessing community 53 variation in space and time. Baselga (2010) suggested that beta diversity can be 54 partitioned into spatial turnover (also termed replacement) and nestedness resultant 55 dissimilarity components. This partitioning framework (hereafter abbreviated as BAS, 56
following Legendre 2014) has been considered as a major contribution to this field 57 because the components may reflect the existence of different underlying mechanisms 58 driving beta diversity and thus the methodological framework can efficiently be used 59 for understanding central geographic, ecological and conservation issues. 60
Thanks to its novelty and soundness, this scheme triggered critical comments 61 detailed here because 1) the only difference from Eq. 3 is that 2a replaces a in the 129 denominators and 2) this paper is concerned only with the Jaccard family of indices, 130 in response to Baselga & Leprieur (2015) whose study is restricted to this group. 131
The relativized replacement component in POD 132
Before we discuss the relative merits and disadvantages of the two frameworks, a 133 terminological clarification is in order. This is important because Baselga and 134
Leprieur erroneously equate our relativized species replacement function (Repl J , in 135
Eq. 3) with Williams' replacement index (see  -3 in their Table 1 ). The formula 136
proposed by Williams (1996) reads: 137 138 or raw data values. Apparently, due to different relativization and weighting 169 operations applied to the component terms, there is no "common currency" for the 170 three terms involved. This is not so with the POD framework: D J and both of its 171 fractions in Eq. 3 are interpretable as ratios, since Repl J = 2/9 and Rich J = 4/9. Theseare expressed on the same scale as D J itself. We think this is important even though 173 the dissimilarities themselves are dimensionless quantities. A conclusion is that 174 whereas the BAS approach is inconsistent, the POD framework is consistent in the 175 Relativization by a+b+c has the obvious consequence that Repl J will not be 237 independent of richness difference (Appendix 1). It is implicit in the denominator 238 (i.e., n = a + 2min(b,c) + |b-c|) therefore, if n increases because |b-c| increases then 239 the value of the index will decrease. If |b-c| increases such that n remains constant, 240 then min(b,c) must decrease after a reached zero (and may decrease even before), so 241 that the value of the index also decreases. In the POD approach this is fundamental: S J 242 and the two components of D J mutually constrain one another (their sum is always 1), 243 these three are expressed on the same scale to provide a meaningful 2D display in 244 form of a simplex plot, and the inclusion of all site pairs in the same simplex plot 245 would be impossible without relativization. Notably, such kind of relativization isexample, if raw data are standardized by species totals, the scores, which were 248 originally independent, will now be dependent: each new value will be affected by all 249 the other scores for the given species. Appendix 2 shows that the two asymmetric 250 replacement functions represent extreme cases of a general replacement formula in 251 which Repl J takes an intermediate position. 252
Correlations with environmental variables 253
Although we disagree with the view implicit in Baselga and Leprieur (2015) 254 suggesting that the higher the correlation between an index value and an 255 environmental variable, the better the index, we planned to repeat their study of actual 256 data (North American fish dataset) with more measures involved, including raw 257 replacement and richness difference. This would clarify the question whether it is 258 worth switching from raw measures to relativized ones. However, the supplementary 259 material did not include the geographical distances in terms of the number of drainage 260 basin divides between river basins Baselga and Leprieur (2015) were using. 261 monotonic responses under all circumstances. There is one comment only: 296 monotonicity should be distinguished from strict monotonicity, so the POD 297 components were monotonous, while not always strictly monotonic, over the spatial 298 sequence in cases of the extinction and homogenization scenarios. 299
Advantages of the POD approach 300
Unfortunately, while focusing on independence and monotonicity issues Baselga and 301
Leprieur (2015) Fig. 1a ) and losses and 336 replacements direct the process into maximum beta diversity with richness difference 337 dominating over species replacement (i.e., the point representing the last step lies on 338 the beta diversity side, closer to the richness difference corner). The "extinction"further decreases down to zero while richness difference increases (Fig. 1b) . This 341 sequence also ends up with maximum beta diversity, with richness difference even 342 more dominating than in the previous example. The trajectory is near and parallel to 343 the nestedness side, reflecting that species replacement is low and constant all the 344 way. The "homogenization" scenario starts from a position mostly determined by high 345 species replacement (Fig. 1c) . The series involves a steady increase in the number of 346 shared species, and the continuous disappearance of unique species. At the end, the 347 species set of one site becomes completely nested within the other: the point 348 representing this site pair falls onto the nestedness side of the triangle. It is closer to 349 the similarity corner, because the number of shared species (i.e. overlap) is higher 350 than the number of species exclusively occurring in the richer site. The "colonization 351
and extinction" scenario begins with a species rich and an empty site, therefore the 352 first point falls right onto the richness difference corner (Fig. 1d) . During the 353 colonization process species migrate to the empty site, half of them eventually 354 disappearing from the first one. This involves increasing similarity and species 355 replacement, so that the two sites converge in species richness. In step 17, they are 356 very close to the richness agreement side of the plot (for a total of 99, rather than 100 357 species full coincidence would have been possible). After this point, however, the 358 initially rich site suffers further losses by which it becomes increasingly nested within 359 the "daughter" site. The series finishes at the nestedness side of the plot, with 360 similarity and richness difference equally contributing to the perfect nestedness of the as well. Matrix fill in the 171 sites by 549 species data matrix was very low (7.2%) 372 which is by itself an early indication of high beta diversity. The ternary plot (Fig. 2 ) 373 confirms this expectation: most of the site pairs are concentrated near the beta 374 diversity edge. Percentage beta diversity is as high as 92.8%, with species 375 replacement contributing with 32.1% and richness difference with 60.7%. Overall 376 similarity is only 7.2%. Therefore, the centroid of the point cloud falls close to the left 377 edge, nearer to the richness difference than the replacement corner. The anti-378 nestedness fraction, i.e., the contribution of points which lie exactly on the beta 379 diversity (left) edge is 40.7% showing that a very large number of site pairs have no 380 species in common at all. We feel that these results are important for a deeper 381 understanding of pattern in the North American fish data: while the BAS approach 382 deliberately ignores richness differences, the POD framework clearly shows that 383 richness difference is the major factor governing beta diversity. 
108). This represents a continuum from 516
Kendall dissimilarity to the Manhattan metric. 517
